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Larry Stabbins (saxophone),
Howard Riley (piano), Tony Wren (bass),
Mark Sanders (drums)

This live quartet recording captures four of Britain’s elite players in full flow and at their highest creative peak. Recorded in the fabulous St. Cyprians venue. Look out for a later release by a similar line up recorded in the now defunct Vortex club in London’s Stoke Newington.

This music will enthral all lovers of improvised music and the balance between these acoustic players is perfect in all respects. A splendid affirmation of the quality of modern improvised music.

1. Quartet 1 14:42
2. Quartet 2 17:53
3. Duo TW/MS 4:58
4. Quartet 3 20:05
5. Quartet 4 17:11
6. Quartet 5 4:51

Recorded live at St. Cyprians on 9th February 2002
1st generation dub from original DAT recording by Tim Fletcher
Produced for FMR by Trevor Taylor
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